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Revealing
Questions

to Ask Your Next IT Support Provider

There’s no decision more crucial to your
business than who you’re going to work
with to get the best IT.
No matter what industry you’re in, we know that you rely on IT to
power your operations. With the right IT solutions, there’s no limit
to what your workforce can achieve. That’s why it’s essential that
you find the right IT company for your unique needs. The right
technology minimizes downtime, increases productivity, and
ensures that you’re always functioning at your absolute best.
To find the best IT support, you first need to know what to look
for. So, what are the questions that you need to be asking of
potential IT support partners?

1. Is your support managed and proactive?
The hallmark of modern, effective IT support is managed services.
Outdated providers utilized a reactive “break/fix” model, which
only fixes your technology after it’s broken. Managed services
– which provide ongoing, proactive support via 24/7 monitoring and pre-emptive alerting that stops problems before they
happen – is the standard for modern IT service.
Furthermore, proactive assistance that helps you plan for your
future ensures that you’ll meet goals, make wise IT investments,
and avoid the consequences of poor strategy. You need and an
IT team that’s dedicated to propelling you forward with strategic
consultation that helps you plan for an effective business future.

2. Are you stuck in your ways?

While cutting-edge solutions won’t always be the best fit for your
business, you still want your IT support company to be an expert
resource for the latest innovations.
However., It’s important to note IT providers that oversell or push
new technology just because it is new, aren’t worth your time.
They should be invested in your success as a business rather than
just how much they can charge you for their services.

3. Do you have extensive experience?
Just as it’s important to ensure your IT support provider is strategic and proactive, you have to make sure they’ve talking about.
Knowledge of the latest technology is one thins; it’s another thing
to have the business acumen and practical understanding that
comes with successfully operating a business for more than a few
years.
The fact is that provision of technology solutions should only
be the beginning of what your IT support provider does for you.
Those that are truly invested in your success will ensure that their
IT services achieve real business result for your company. To that
end, who would you trust more to understand what it takes to
achieve real success in business? A start-up that’s barely a year
old? Or a seasoned provider that’s grown and changed with the
IT support industry?
In the end, a truly worthwhile IT support provider should combine the best of the old and new. Reliable and trusted business
methods paired with the latest technology will help you achieve
the future you’re always wanted for your business.

If your business can’t keep up with the latest and greatest in IT, it
is only a matter of time until you’re left behind. You need a IT support provider that will keep you equipped with technology that is
more convenient and effective. With the right IT partner, you can
stay ahead of new developments in technology to determine if
and how they can help your business become more productive.
The last thing want is to do business with an IT support provider
that isn’t keeping up with the latest technology.
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4. Do you offer end-to-end, strategically
engineered services that go beyond basic
support?
Part of choosing a Managed Services Provider is ensuring that
their services covet all your needs as a business. You don’t want
to sign on with a provider just to find out that you’ll have to
find someone else to manage your next upgrade, IT project, or
relocation.
Whereas most providers will offer the range of standard managed
services – monitoring, security services, cloud computing, etc. –
not all will have the means to design, engineer, and implement
specific technologies for your business. The most direct way to
address this concern is by checking their qualifications. Do they
have engineers certified with the most sought-after name brands,
such as Cisco, Citrix, IBM, Lenovo, Microsoft, or VMware?
You can trust in the providers that have dedicated the necessary
time and money to hire and train employees in these vital areas
because it’s clear that they know the value of comprehensive,
full-service support. Any thing less may provide what you need
on a day-to-day basis, but as soon as you need more, you’ll be
back to searching for another provider.

5. Are your solutions business-enabling
and “user-driven”?
Optimal IT comes from leveraging technology to solve an actual
problem. Too many IT experts get blinded by “cool features” and
fail ask a simple question: will this solution solve a problem and
enable my business to achieve our strategic business goals? By
recommending a solution without strategic benefit, he or she
inefficiently allocates scarce resources. Just because the technology is the fastest, award-winning solutions, does not mean it is the
right fit your organization.
Instead, it is important to make sure that IT is optimally aligned
with the business goals of the organization. When IT is run
properly, it should be a business enabler. It should help cut costs,
maximize productivity, or streamline efficiencies. Finally, it must
be a technology that the users will actually leverage.

6. Are you more that just a profit seeker?
Wouldn’t it be nice to know that the money you spend on IT support went further that the pockets of those in the business? As
with any business in any industry you deal with, it’s encouraging
to see them give back to the community, and you should expect
no less from your IT support provider.
Smart business owners know that being active in the local area
will only further benefit their business. Volunteer days with staff
and charitable initiatives only serve to strengthen the surrounding community, so be sure to inquire about this with your potential IT partners before going into business with them.

Clearly, there’s a lot consider when it comes to finding the right
partner in IT support. Fortunately, you don’t have to look too far
to find one that will give the right answer to these questions. PC
Tech Support is proud to offer managed and proactive services,
backed by more than two decades of experience and featuring
the latest innovations in IT solutions. We strive to provide extensive service that fit the needs of you and your staff, and whenever
possible, we take a part in the local community to help out and
give back.

If you’re considering a change in IT
support, we’d love to talk to you today.
Our skilled and reliable team at PC Tech
Support is eager to answer your IT
questions, and back them up with real
result. Get in touch with us a
info@pctechsupport.ie or call
0818-333-494 get started.
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